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 Idea behind this Mobile Application is to manage 

the day by day increasing traffic .

We will be providing application for POLICE 

STAFF AND PUBLIC which can be download 

from play store.

POLICE AND PUBLIC BOTH can Report traffic 

violation .
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Photo of Traffic Violation (with 
lat/long/date/time) by 
registered app user 

CONTROL ROOM

Traffic 

Rule 

violation

E challan

Dispatch 
Challan to 
Registered

Address  

CHALLAN GENERATION WITH THE HELP OF MOBILE      

APPLICATION



REGISTRATION 4

Police and public have to register their selves by adding just 

their

NAME

MOBILE NUMBER

DESIGNATION

AREA

B.NUMBER  



FEATURES 5

This are the main features of this mobile 
application.

1.TRAFFIC STATUS: police can check traffic status of 
their area and they can manage force via app 
only.
2.M.V.ACT & TRAFFIC NOTIFICATION: we can 
provide all the M.V.ACT and traffic notifications in 
this mobile app so police can check it anytime.
3.NEAREST PARKING AVAILIBILITY: we will provide 
facility to check nearest parking and its availability 
to public.
4.FIND TOWED VEHICLE: public can find their towed 
vehicle via this mobile application
5.WHOM TO CONTACT: we are providing all the 
police officers contact details here in this app so 
anyone can check it.
6.TRAFFIC RULES AND FINES: we will provide the 
details off traffic rules and regulations and fines so 
police can have a look anytime at their duties.



Future provisions:

 7.view your Challan Online : Any body can view a challan 

generated through this app only .

 8.pay  challan online: we will provide facility to pay their challan 

online also. We will provide payment option here. 

 9.Notification: everyone will get notification via sms if their challan is 

generated or registered vehicle towed.
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Traffic status

Police can check 

live traffic data and 

if required they can 

deploy extra force 

and control traffic.
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MV ACT AND TRAFFIC NOTIFICATION

MV  Act and all notifications are available 

for Reference .
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Whom to contact:

 All the police officers details are 

available in this mobile app Like,

1. Name

2. Mobile number

3. Designation

4. Office number

5. Police station
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Traffic Fines 

 All the fines are mention here in 

this application anyone can 

check for Reference. Like,

1. No Helmet charges

2. No Seatbelt charges

3. One way

4. Wrong side

5. U turn etc.…
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Report Violation 11



 This is the main feature of this mobile application.

 Police and public both can report traffic violation from this mobile 

application they just have to take photograph of the traffic violator 

and automatically time, date and  address attached with it.

 On successful submission and challan will be generated 

automatically.
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Report Violation

 Police can directly report violation 

from this app and send it to 

control room. challan will be 

generated and send it to Vehicle 

owner with no time .

 Need to enter the vehicle number
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Report Violation 14

 There are 13 types 

of violations are 

given here.

After capturing 

photograph you 

have to select the 

violation type.



Automatic gps

location will be 

taken via this app.

.
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CHALLAN GENERATED 16

 We can see and recheck the 

detail of violation here like its,

 Type

 Location

 Vehicle number

 And its photograph



 After rechecking the process we 

have to confirm it and our claim 

will registered in our process.

 Details of violation will be 

automatically send to control 

room.

 Control room staff can generate 

the challan and send it to 

offender.
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Generated Challan 18



Ahmedabad city I-traffic mobile 

application

 Recently Hon.HOME MINISTER have launched this mobile 

application in Ahmedabad city.

 All police officers of Ahmedabad city are using this mobile 

application.

 More than 500 challan has been generated already from this mobile 

application.

 We have integrated SDR address and vehicle address with each 

other so missing address can be find and dispatch all the challan.
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Thank You

TECHPOLICE  
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